THE MARKET
The Australian attitude toward hardware has
undergone a remarkable change since the midnineties . The word hardware no longer simply
evokes images of DIY fix-itjobs and "must get to"
projects around the home. Consumer perception
has now expanded to one which sees the hardware
store as holding the key to living standard and
lifestyle improvement.
The hardware market in Australia is estimated at
$20 billion a year and is experiencing
rapid growth annually, due in part,
to the explosion of interest in do-ityourselfhome projects by both male
and female consumers.

HISTORY
The move to set up a co-operative group of
hardware stores, originated from a meeting held in
Victmia in June 1959 with five men who would become
Mitre IO's founding fathers - Tom Molomby, Tom
Danaher, Reg Buchanan, Jack Womersley and Ian
Nisbet. This move occutTed specifically to maximise
funds and energy with regards to advertising and
promotions and to demonstrate that independent
operators offered service, advice and competitive
prices. The group quickly grew in
membership to the point where it
required a full tinte management team.
After its electrifying start, the
innovative new company expanded operations,
with fifteen New South Wales members joining the
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In 2000, the business announced a complete
overhaul of its store format and branding, designed
to keep the business at the forefi·ont of Australia's
hardware industry and to attract a new generation
of customers.
Under the title Generation 21, Mitre 10 has
rebranded its stores, introducing a handy store and
a large format store designed to lead the hardware
industry into the future. Mitre 10 's logo and
corporate colours also changed as part of the
business' new strategy.
Through Generation 21, all previous Mitre 10
and True Value Hardware stores were relatmched
as one of the fow- new Mitre 10 store brands to
spearhead the co-operative's move forward.
Divided according to store size , customer
demographic and geographic location, each store
type offers a distinct market proposition:
Mitre 10 Handy - conveniently located
hardware stores providing a quick and easy
shopping trip for products required for the repair,
maintenance and everyday functioning of urban
homes.
Mitre 10 Solutions - a new style hardware store
offering products, ideas and advice to assist
consumers expressing their individual styles.
Mitre 10 Home and Trade - comprehensive
products and services for the building trade and
serious DIYer who need successful building,
renovation and project outcomes.
Mitre 10 Mega - a one-stop-shop for all tradespeople, DIYers and consumers, for bigjobs at great
pnces.
Existing Mitre 10 and True Value stores have
been re-branded Handy, Solutions, or Home and
Trade, with Mega stores built mainly on a select
number of greenfield sites across Australia.

THE PRODUCT
The name Mitre 10 is synonymous with hardware,
building products, expert advice, knowledge and
service and has become more to consumers than
simply an outlet for "nuts and bolts". Mitre 10 has
maintained its leadership of the hardwm·e retail

market for more than fmty years, with a strong
emotional attachment from consumers

RECENT DEVELOPMENTS
Competition in the marketplace is proving more and
more fierce, with the introduction to the industry of
barn-style hardware super stores. Why? Industry
research indicates home owners, rather than
"selling up", are choosing to remain in their homes
longer, opting instead for "in1proving" their lifestyle
by "do-it-yourself' renovation and taking on
increasingly impressive home projects. Serious
renovators want evetything required to finish their
job under the one roof However, these consun1ers
are ut1willing to sactifice their need for personalised
service and expeti knowledge simply for a lm·ge
product range.
As most stores are still owned and operated by
"hardware families" - business people who have
worked within the industty for generations- Mitre
10 store management and staff have accumulated a
depth of knowledge unsurpassed by their
competitors.
Moving forward , Mitre 10 recognises the
emergence and viability oflarge store fmmats and
has launched its Mega flagships, coupled with its
complementaty new smaller store fonnats, to ensme
its number one position in the hardware market.
Mitt·e lO 's Generation 21 vision of segmented
store offerings operating under a powerful ut11brella
brand was meticulously researched- wiili extensive
consumer and trade studies linked with market
mapping technology.
Mitre 10 offers a complete hardware and home
improvement range through its four store brands from products, service and advice required for the
small DIY projects through Mitre 10 Handy, to the
total project support and range available through
Mitre 10 Mega stores.

PROMOTION
The original Mitre 10 logo featured two pieces of
timber joined by a Mitre joint, a much-used join in
carpentty, and the number referring to the original
members. This logo later evolved to show tl1e
Mitt·e joint within a "television screen" shaped
frame and in 1986, the livety and logo were
completely redesigned to strengthen the brand's
affmity with the hardware industry and to provide
a more contemporaty look and feeL
Mitt·e 10 's brand was fine-tuned again in 2001,
rounding the sharp lines in the logo to provide a
younger, friendlier and more modern appeal to a
wider audience . The colouring has also been
modified from a dark to a light blue that is bolder,
cleaner and more modern.
Additionally, Mitt·e 10 's four store formats are
individually branded with their own colour
palettes to match their specific target audiences
and product offerings.
Mitre 1O's first national campaign was
laut1ched in 1990, with the theme "Ask Mitre 10,
Internet, any computer user is now free to browse
they 've got the lot" . Today 's national slogan
Mitt·e lO's home page.
revolves around the campaign theme "Look what
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The Mitre I 0 brand will continue to evolve with
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when she became the ftrst woman to be
opportunities .. The basis of Mitre 10 's marketing
elected to a Mitt·e 10 board in 1988.
strategy consists of direct marketing campaigns,
printed flyers and catalogues, c01mnunications and
www.mitt·e 1O.com.au
public relations strategies, television and radio
campaigns. With the growing popularity of the
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